Against criminalization to communist
fighters against Daesh
During all the week starting from the 15th of October all the communist militancy will be judge and
international practice of our comrades with petitions of nine years in jail.

The Valley Operation against the PML (RC) made that great part of our diligent, all the head office
were closed and illegalise the Party for over a year.
The foundations of this repression claim to be the volunteer march of two of the militants to Rojava
and getting involved on an international battalion, emulating the solidarity of the international brigades
that had organised for helping the Spanish working village in the revolutionary national war. However, is
demonstrated that the police investigation that trigger the trial had started way before, in 2013 and the
legal consequences of the trial do not necessary will be against the Spanish brigades but for the GS of
the PML (RC) without him never going to Rojava.
The 27th of January all the international and antifascist support was hold back against the Kurdish
community and not for the fact of traveling to a war zone where ultra-Catholics entry and exit of Siria in
public without having any consequences. This trial is an attack, in other part, against the revolutionary
movement, because there is no judgement only on the facts (falsehoods and set-ups orchestrated by the
police) but the revolutionary principles.
This trial will be a politic trial that their goals are the destruction of the youth Communist Party that
lead with firm steps. Nowadays the Party is not illegalise and there are no direct accusations against it,
but the leaders are been attacked with the only goal of dissolving it but, anyway it made it stronger.
We are calling all those people who fight for the Kurdish village against the fascism of the DAESH
and in sample of solidarity for all of them who go and fight against fascism in another continent, they
do not see terrorism but a fight for freedom. For all that on the international imprisonment do not see
nothing else but injustice, while daily corruptive bourgeois and politics that make this country a ruin, are
absolved. For all of you, get in touch and collaborate far away from the internet, helping in an economic
way, making a diffusion of the case or coming to the meeting that would be proximately and coming to
the trial the next 15th of October.
DAESH has been derogated by the Kurdish village on their fight for their national liberation hand in
hand with the revolutionaries of all around the world, but in any way we had finished with Imperialism that
repress different nations, the fight against the financial capital and against capitalism must be continue.

¡FOR THE ABSOLUTION OF THE COMMUNIST AGAINST THE DAESH!

¡ALWAYS INTERNATIONALIST!

